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Taijiquan (Tai Chi) 
 
Taijiquan is one of the famous forms of traditional Chinese Martial Arts. Often cherished for its health 
benefits, this martial art although held in high regard for promoting longevity is also one of the most 
combat effective. There are many schools or styles of Taijiquan such as Chen, Yang, Wu, Wu, Sun, 
He, Zhaobao, Hulei, Li, Hong, Sanfeng, Wudang and many more. In addition each school or style 
has many branches often as a result of the practitioners.  
 
Although the origins are sometimes unclear, a common legend of Wudang mountain Daoist Diety 
Zhang Sanfeng is often associated with the founding of the method. Others have style specific origins 
like that of the Chen Style and Chen Wangting or Zhaobao style with Jiangfa.  
 
Recent research indicates that Wen County (Home to both Chen and Zhaobao style) in Henan 
Province is the place of origin of Taijiquan.  Taijiquan has often been associated with the Internal 
School of martial arts because of its emphasis on softness overcoming hardness and its internal 
energy development. Although many styles of traditional martial arts also have this quality, Taijiquan 
is thought to be most representative.  
 
The Heritage Tai Chi Form uses the soft circle method of the Zhaobao style known as Wudang 
Zhaobao Chengjia SanHeYi Taijiquan - Zhaobao Frames 3 Combined into 1 Taijiquan.   The 
Zhaobao style although lesser known until recently, is one of the older styles of Taijiquan, taught 
originally in Zhaobao village, Henan Province.    
 
The style is also known as He style Taijiquan in the Xian, Shaanxi areas of Northern China where it 
became widely spread as the second home of the style. There are many styles associated with it 
including the Hao, Hou, Wu, He, Sun and Hulei styles to which Zhaobao is the ancestral or parent 
style.  
 
During the Kanxi Dynasty (1654 A.D.--1722 A.D.), the later emperor Yong Zheng (雍正) visited Zhao 
Bao and admired the Taijiquan grandmasters so much that he gifted a handwritten inscription (乾坤正
气, Achieving Harmonious balance with Aura of Righteousness) to the local Temple of Guandi (关帝

) to commend the martial prowess of the Zhao Bao Taijiquan masters. 
 
Legend 
According to the book,“The Orthodoxy of Taijiquan,”written by Mr. Du Yuanhua in 1935, the essence 
(Daoist philosophy) of Taijiquan was invented by Lao Zi who lived in the Spring and Autumn Period 
(722 to 418/480 B.C.). The book says it was passed on to many generations through his disciple. Mi 
Xi, then to Zhang Sanfeng, and after several generations to Wang Linzhen, who lived in Taigu County 
in Shanxi Province. Wang taught it to Jiang Fa who lived in Wenxian (County) in Henan Province; 
Jiang Fa passed it on to Zhaobao Town. 
 



Legend proclaims that Zhang Sanfeng was a Shaolin Temple monk who was exhiled and then 
became a Daoist, learning the concepts and theories left by Laozi and descendents there of he 
developed a completely new approach based on gentle internally focused skills.  
 
Another legend tells of the creation of a Wuji Yangsheng Gong by a Daoist at the Qianzai Temple, 
Henan province. He combined classical Daoist and Traditional Chinese Medicine such as the  

• Qianjin Yi Fang (Prescriptions worth thousand pieces of gold),  
• Daoyin (Guiding and Pulling),  
• Tu-Na (Expelling old drawing the new breath) and so on.  

At the Qianzai temple generations later the Chen and Li families developed set of boxing on the basis 
of their Pao Chui, Tongbei Gong and this Wuji method to develop a new set of boxing (later to be 
called Taijiquan). 
 
 
History and Development of the Zhaobao Style: 
 

• Zhang Sanfeng (Chinese: 张三丰) 
• Various Daoists 
• Wang Zongyue (Chinese: 王宗岳) 
• Jiang  Fa 蔣發  1st Generation Zhaobao 
• Xing XiHuai 邢喜懷 
• Zhang ChuChen 張楚臣 
• Chen JingBai 陳敬百 
• Zhang ZongYu 張宗禹 
• Zhang Yan 張  
• Chen QingPing 陳清萍  1795-1868 
• He ZhaoYuan 和兆元    1810-1890 
• He JingZhi 和敬芝 
• He QingXi 和慶喜          1857-1936 
• Zheng WuQing 鄭悟卿  1895–1984 (Liu Rui’s Master) 
• Yang YongJi 楊永積 
• Wu Zhongxian 忠賢 

 
 
 

1. Jiang Fa (蒋法, 1574-1655), considered the first generation of Zhaobao Taijiquan, was born in 
the second year of the reign of Wanli in the Ming Dynasty (ie. 1574). He lived in a small village 
named Xiaoliu Village, several kilometers from Zhaobao Town.  

 
When he was 22 years old and competed with others, he happened to be noticed by an old 
man (Wandering Daoist) who occasionally stayed at an inn in Zhaobao Town. The old man 
had a talk with others about the competition and said: “Between them, the young man wearing 
the purple cotton gown (e.g., Jiang Fa) has a rather good, natural gift.” The innkeeper passed 
on the old man's comment to Jiang Fa. Hearing that, Jiang Fa knew that the old man must be 
a master with deep gongfu. Then he asked the innkeeper to call on the old man with him and 



expressed to him that he hoped to formally acknowledge him as his master, so as to learn 
gongfu from him. 

 

 
The old man, whose name was Wang Linzhen, refused him, giving an excuse that he was very busy 
with his business. However, he agreed to teach him at last after Jiang Fa's continuous requests. The 
next day, Mr. Wang was leaving for Zhengzhou to inspect his business. Jiang Fa saw his master off 
at Sishui Ferry. Before they said good-bye, they made an appointment for Mr. Wang to come back to 
meet Jiang and take him to Shanxi Province to teach him Taijiquan. On the given day, Jiang went to 
the ferry to meet his master, and Mr. Wang arrived on time. Jiang went back home with his master. 
After simple preparations were made, he went to his master's hometown in Shanxi Province and 
learned Taijiquan from him for seven years. A good relationship was established between them. 	 	  
 
Master Wang told Jiang Fa: "I learned this kind of boxing from a wandering Taoist priest. He told me 
that this kind of boxing had a long history, and there is a direction put in verse to be as evidence for it. 
“It says: ‘Taiji comes from the Earth and Heaven; initiated by Laozi and passed on by Mizi; . . . 
teaching you the boxing, you can be immortal.' [This saying is not an expression of actual origin but 
rather that basis of the theories are attributed to the Daoist concepts as represented by the Laozi and 
so forth] Now I have taught you the boxing and told you the secret directions. You should teach it to 
the chosen persons, but never do it casually.”  
 
Before Jiang Fa went back home. Master Wang urged him again and again:“ You should not teach 
others limitlessly. I do not mean that you never teach the boxing to others, but it must be passed on 
only to good persons. Once you have chosen a person and thought it is worth teaching him, you 
should tell all about what you know. Not to teach the ones who should be taught equals no heir. I 
hope it spreads more broadly. Jiang Fa did not teach a person casually, according to Master Wang in 
his hometown, until he met Xing Xihuai, who lived near Xiaoliu Village, Zhaobao Town. 
 
Henan Province has a history of periodic natural disasters (both droughts and flooding) especially 
droughts which impact the lives of its people. The social impact was substantial as farmers would be 
forced to become beggars, or to lead a life of Crime. During 1638, the situation became worse with 
the imperial government not helping the people, taxes (grain based system) still rampant and society 
becoming dissatisfied with the corrupt official Yan Tinghui and his government.  



Li Jiyu (李 遇, -1645) led a rebellion that was successful in killing the corrupt official. Li Yiyu 
originally from Dengfeng county (Mogou village), was thought to be adept at Shaolin boxing 
methods. Many local heroes helped with that task and the capable Jiang Fa was one such supporter 
of Li's rebellion, becoming one of his officers leading a small battalion of rebels.  
 
The central imperial government were sent in to resolve the issues and Li was sought for his crimes. 
Li disbanded his rebels and told them to enter hiding, whilst Li was later captured and executed. Jiang 
Fa sought refuge at Chen village where one of his followers/rebel soldiers was from. It is there 
that Jiang Fa in his late remaining years worked with Chen Wangting to integrate the Chen Family 
boxing with Jiang's boxing methods. Jiang Fa had two main disciples, Xing Xihuai (Zhaobao Village) 
in the early years (est. 1620-1630) and Chen Wanting (Chen Village) in the later years (est. 1645-
1655).  
 
2. Xing Xihuai (邢喜 , 1595-1667 | Zhaobao Village Taijiquan) had been admiring Jiang's skills 
for a long time, but he couldn't get an opportunity to learn boxing from him because he had a limited 
relation with Jiang. So he decided to approach Jiang. Therefore, whenever Jiang went to Zhaobao 
Town on business, he treat-ed him cordially, in the hope of learn-ing boxing from him by increasing 
the relationship between them. After two years of observation, Jiang Fa was sure that Xing Xihuai 
was honest and sincere, and respectful to others. Thus, he decided to teach all that he knew, 
especially the secrets of the style, to Xing Xihuai, who became the second generation of Zhaobao 
style Taijiquan. Xing worked very hard and made such great progress that his skill reached an 
amazing level. According to legend, he was of the unique skill of “sticking himself on the wall like a 
picture.”Following his master, he passed on his skill to his sworn brother, Zhang Chuchen. 
 
3. Zhang Chuchen ( 楚臣), the 3rd generation of Zhaobao style Taijiquan, from Shanxi Province, 
ran a Chinese medicine store first and then a grain store. He imparted his boxing to Chen Jingbai.	  
 
4. Chen Jingbo ( 敬伯), the 4th generation of Zhaobao style Taijiquan, was born in Zhaobao Town 
itself. Chen was a person of excellent character, believable, and his skills of boxing reached an 
excellent state called “Magical Boxer” because he was famous for both his art of boxing and his 
virtue. To spread Taijiquan more broadly, Chen broke the confinement of not casually passing on the 
boxing and enrolled more than 800 disciples. Sixteen of them got some essence of the boxing, and 
eight of them got the general skills. However, only Zhang Zongyu thoroughly took over the mantle of 
the boxing.  
 
5. Zhang Zongyu ( 宗禹), the 5th generation of Zhaobao style Taijiquan, was a native of Zhaobao 
and had a high level of boxing skill. It was said that he had reached a high level that “no force can be 
added or reduced, not even a feather or an insect.”He passed on the boxing to his grandson, Zhang 
Yan. 
 
6. Zhang Yan ( 彦), the 6th generation of Zhaobao style Taijiquan, was a remark-able martial arts 
master, called "Extraordinary Master Zhang Yan." He not only mastered the boxing arts, but also 
assimilated advantages from different schools, going out of Zhaobao Town to visit famous masters in 
different places successfully. For example, he went to Chang Naizhou in Sishui County in Henan 
Province, who had been the Number One of martial arts in an emperor's examination, and to Huang 
Dangjia in Caozhou Prefecture, called“the king within 500 square kilometers.”He also went three 
times to Chenjiagou Village, to exchange ideas on boxing arts with them. Zhang Yan's 
swordsmanship reached the acme of perfection, being famous in the martial arts field for removing 
evil and quieting the good for the local people: killing a huge boa,a ruffian, and a evil monk in Caoxian 
County. He passed on his arts to Chen Qingping. 
 



7. Chen Qingping ( 陳清苹, 1795-1868), the 7th generation of Zhaobao style Taijiquan and a native 
of Zhaobao (some records depict as being from Chen village and then marrying to a lady (Wu Family) 
from Zhaobao, where he resided most of his life), had an unusual talent because he was well versed 
in both polite letters and martial arts. He was also a key person in the history of Taijiquan. He not only 
achieved a high level in boxing arts but was also good at summing up its experiences. Furthermore, 
he contributed to its theory. It is said he had learnt from both Zhang Yan and Chen Youben, thus 
integrating the earliest systems of Taijiquan to develop a great level of skill. 
 
He taught students in accordance with their aptitude, imparting on them dailijia, lingluojia, or 
tengnuojia separately. In the preface of the book “Yang-Style Taijiquan”says:“I learned Taijiquan from 
Chen Changxing in Chenjiagou Village, but I mastered it from Chen Qingping in Zhaobao Town. ”Wu 
Yuxiang ( 武禹襄, 1812-1880) student of Yang Luchan and the founder of Wu style Taijiquan, learned 
the arts and theory of Taijiquan from Chen Qingping and received from him a book,“Taiji 
Manual,”written by Wang Zongyue. Based on “Taiji Manual,”Wu Yuxiang initiated Wu style Taijiquan. 
Chen Qingping also taught his boxing to Jingyang (his son Chen), He Zhaoyuan, Niu Fahu, Li 
Jingyan, Li Zhuozhi, Ren Changchun, and Zhang Jingzhi, etc. 
 
All of them were the eighth generation of Zhaobao Taijiquan. From the students of Chen Qingping, 
the style of Zhabao Taijiquan spread throughout Zhaobao village and across many parts of 
China and the number of practitioners has increased until this day. 
 
 
 
Styles of Taijiquan  
One of the reasons for the relative unknown nature of Zhaobao was due to the namelessness of the 
style. In fact it is only in the last century that the title Zhaobao taijiquan was given. In the past it was 
just boxing or Taijiquan and the various followers of leading masters then named the style after their 
teachers such as Wu Style or Hulei Style or He Style or Hao Style and Sun Style, but in essence they 
are often just branches/derivatives of Zhaobao Taijiquan.   
 
With the multi-frame to frameless nature of Zhaobao Taijiquan, the variations of the style are many. It 
is said that great masters such as Zhang Yan, Zhang Yingchang and Chen Qingping would teach 
different frames in accordance to their disciples suitability. This resulted in a few variations and also 
that many of the branches specialised in a particular frame rather than the range that may have been 
understood by forefathers. Inevitably since all becomes or is frameless this is of little importance 
excepting for the understanding of differences and branches, since in the end they are part of 
Zhaobao Taijiquan practice. 
 
 
Zhaobao Large Frame Taijiquan (Zheng Boying's)  | 堡太极拳 
Zheng Boying ( 伯英,1906-1961), also known as Zheng Xijue, was one of the famous two Zheng's 
that are descendant from He Style Taijijquan (disciple of He Qinxi). Zheng Boying taught a larger 
frame (Lower stance and larger body frame) consisting of 108 Postures. Moving to Xi'an, Shaanxi 
province where his was appointed as the martial arts teaching officer for the fourth group of the 
National Revolutionary Army. He was renowned as for many decades no one in the martial circles of 
the Northwest could compete with and thus honored as one of the 'two heroes' of Taijiquan in the 
Northwest. He brought Zhaobao out from it's home in Zhaobao town and to wider community thus 
impacting the popularity across China greatly.  
 
Some of the known recent generation masters of this style include Guo Shikui, Wang Chang'an, 
Zhang Hongdao, Ren Zhiyi, Zhao Cengfu and Wang Haizhou.  



Zhaobao Small Frame Taijiquan (Zheng Wuqing's) | 堡太极拳 
 Zheng Wuqing ( 悟清,1895-1984), one of the famous two Zheng's that are descendant from He 
Style Taijijquan (disciple of He Qinxi) . Zheng Wuqing taught a smaller frame (higher stance and 
smaller body frame) consisting of 75 Postures. Zheng Wuqing is said to have taught the Xiaojia frame 
mostly but also the Cheng jia (Heritage Frame). The Chengjia frame is an even more formless small 
frame approach emphasizing light, agile, harmonized and gentle movements. The circles are reduced 
and small but in continued mutual lines as per the percepts of Zhaobao Taijiquan. Zheng Wuqing 
moved to Xi'an in 1938 and had taught in the local branch of the Huangpu academy. He became 
known as one of the 'two heroes' of Taijiquan in the Northwest.  
 
Some of the known recent generation masters of this style include Shi Maoyuan, Sun Lanting, Ji 
Changxiu, Hou Erlian, Song Yunhe, Zheng Jun, Li Suicheng, Yuan Baoshan, Wu Peiren, Li Wenbin, 
Guo Xingliang, Wu Shengan, Wu Rentang, Zheng Rui and Liu Rui.  
 

 
 Zheng Wuqing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source:  http://taipinginstitute.com/menu-styles/njqx/taiji-quan 
 
 
 


